001 RAVEN Blues

Suggested settings
a slow sinusoidal LFO to FM both
voices. Just a hint of movement
will go a long way here.

SAW I to CROSSFADER in I

Pris wanders through
a dense fog of smoke,
smog & constant,
ceaseless rain. Neon
lights and towering TV
ads writhing on the
sides of monstrous,
dark skyscrapers.

A cascade of Slowly
Pulsating Pads sets a
melancholic undertone.
Suddenly a Lead sound
pierces through the
thick atmosphere.
Almost Bandoneon-like
in its airy swell.

We want to crossfade between
the unisono SAWtooth signals
in a slow controlled manner, a
sinusoidal LFO between 0.1Hz-1Hz
will be ideal.

Suggested patching
Apply an ENVELOPE with a semifast ATTACK phase. We want a
fast enough response to have
immediate pitch-change response,
but not overly plucky.

Suggested patching
Apply an ADSR ENVELOPE with a
slow ATTACK phase. Our aim is to
swell up to a fully open Filter
Crescendo on every note.
The characteristic rise is a
big factor in getting the sound
right. Experiment with the
individual ENVELOPE phases.

Due to normalization between the
1v/oct jacks (I/II), a single
incoming pitch CV signal will
affect both voices. We want both
voices to play unisono for size.

Suggested patching
Apply modulation to the
resonance AND/OR vcf exponential
jacks for even more subtle
movement, use slow LFO settings.

SAW II to CROSSFADER in II

We want the Filter to open at
the peak of the ENVELOPEs ATTACK
phase, set vcf cv according to
peak ENVELOPE voltage by ear.

coarse and fine tune controls are
in mid positions for default
factory C4 (0V @ 1v/oct jack).

Set cutoff frequency to a low
setting, we want to filter out
most of the high frequencies
then modulate the cutoff using
some external ENVELOPE CV.

Suggested patching:
If we’re going to modulate the
CROSSFADER using external CV,
the manual control setting will
be bypassed.

Let’s add some OPTO saturation!

coarse and fine tune controls are
in mid positions for default
factory C4 (0V @ 1v/oct jack).

Designed and assembled by
birdkids in Vienna, Austria.

Reverberating each
note, luscious and
lustrous, a deceptively
simple pentatonic blues
scale - meandering
longingly through
dystopian LA textures.
Noir sensuality.

We want to add just a hint of
detuning to our VCOs.
Suggested settings
a slow sinusoidal LFO to the
mod/fm jacks and the mod control
barely up.

With our vcf in around the
mid-setting, a fully CW vca
position will yield unity output
levels.

There’s a fair bit of resonance
to the CS80s brass sound, we can
dial in something similar by
staying below the center-position on the RAVEN.

